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Evaluating heating control options 

A general approach to improving heating system performance 

1. Monitor.  Install a control that lets you see the temperatures in a useful selection of apartments, 

and saves that data so you can see trends.  Monitoring the systems for a period of time provides 

key information to diagnose problems.  

2. Fix any problems.  Heating system problems may be related to controls, boiler or burner 

operation, distribution problems or other system components.  Based on observations, take 

action to correct the problem.  This might involve installing new controls, cleaning, repairing or 

replacing equipment, or balancing the distribution system. 

3. Control the heating system.  Once problems that prevent balanced heating have been 

corrected, ensure controls are in place to maintain adequate balanced heating, and avoid 

overheating the building. 

4. Decide on long-term monitoring and service options. Depending on the system and your staff, 

decide the best system for long-term monitoring and control of the system, and whether hiring 

a third-party is necessary. 

 

Considerations on HeatWatch, Entech and Heat Timer proposals for Franklin 

Entech’s proposal provides the most data, on the most open platform (in that they will work with you to 

create new monitoring points, if desired), for the lowest price.  Entech does not have service crews in 

Boston, but their controls can be overridden in the case of emergency.  You will pay a monthly fee for 

access to the data through Entech’s web portal, and an energy monitoring service is available for an 

annual fee. 

Heat-Timer’s proposal is nearing acceptable for the quantity of in-unit sensors, and Heat-Timer is a well-

known product that is serviceable by local crews.  You will pay a monthly fee for access to the data 

through Heat-Timer’s web portal.   Third-party providers, such as Heat Watch, offer monitoring services 

for an annual fee. 

Heat Watch, which uses Heat-Timer products, proposes to install only five sensors, which does not 

provide the building with useful data for steps 1 and 2, above. 

 

 


